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In former times, nursing instructors have utilized the conventional lecture format in nursing education. In recent years, many 
studies have showed that inquiry teaching strategy have better learning outcomes than traditional teaching strategy. Although 

nursing instructors have rarely utilized the inquiry teaching strategy in nursing education, many studies suggest that nursing 
instructors should explore more innovative approaches to improve nursing students experience and fitness for practice, especially in 
higher education. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore the influences of inquiry teaching strategy on college students 
learning performance in nursing education. A quasi-experimental design was used in this study. There were 46 college students 
in the control group (traditional teaching strategy) and 42 college students in the experimental group (inquiry teaching strategy). 
The inquiry process model (IPM) was utilized to design the medical-surgical nursing curriculum. The motivated strategies for 
learning questionnaire (MSLQ) and assessment technologies institute - standardized comprehensive medical-surgical assessment 
(ATI-SCMSA) were utilized to evaluate college students learning performance. The findings of this study indicated that college 
students who accepted inquiry teaching strategy performed higher learning motivation, intrinsic goal orientation, and text anxiety 
than traditional teaching strategy. However, the college students who accepted traditional teaching strategy performed higher score 
on the ATI-SCMSA than inquiry teaching strategy. The recommendations of this study is that inquiry teaching strategy may be an 
effective teaching strategy for college students’ learning motivation; however, it may not be an effective teaching strategy for college 
students’ score in medical-surgical nursing examination.
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